Fill in the blanks.

1. I ……………………….. sure that she is lying.

   feel

   am feeling

   Either could be used here

2. They are ……………………… kind people!

   such

   so

3. That was ……………………… kind of you.

   such

   so
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4. I …………………….. him to arrive at 3 o’clock.

expect

hope

wait

5. You should never steal someone …………………….. ideas.

else

else's

6. She was …………………….. anxious.

too

too much

Either could be used here
7. I am completely ........................................

exhausted

exhausting

8. I have difficulty ........................................ dates.

Please select 2 correct answers

to remember

remembering

in remembering

9. The whole village was ................................. water.

below

under
10. I didn’t like this jacket; ... the jacket is too large.

beside

besides

11. How do you ... the vacuum cleaner?

begin

start

Either could be used here

12. If my grandmother had been alive, she ... 95 this year.

will be

would be
would have been

Answers

1. I feel sure that she is lying.

2. They are such kind people!

3. That was so kind of you.

4. I expect him to arrive at 3 o’clock.

5. You should never steal someone else’s ideas.

6. She was too anxious.

7. I am completely exhausted.

8. I have difficulty (in) remembering dates.

9. The whole village was under water.

10. I didn’t like this jacket; besides, it is too large.

11. How do you start the vacuum cleaner?

12. If my grandmother had been alive, she would have been 95 this year.